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Term 3 has seen Hobart College staff continuing to focus 
on our whole school priority of supporting student 
wellbeing.  After some disruption to teaching and learning 
programs at the start of last term, staff and students have 
worked hard over this term to strive for the best possible 
outcomes by the end of this year. I have been in awe of 
the resilience shown by the whole college community in 
responding to the challenges to keep learning whilst also 
looking after each other and our own mental health. 

The highlights for me over the last few weeks have been 
watching our talented music students perform at the 
recent concerts, and also seeing the outcome of the 
collaboration between Hobart College and Kingston High 
School staff and students for the inaugural performance 
of the combined HC/KHS Concert Band. I was also 
inspired by the initiative and enterprise skills on display 
by our Work Readiness students as they participated in 
the $20 Boss program. 
 
Term 4 is a very short one for students and our focus 
is on helping all students achieve the goals they set for 
themselves at the start of the year. All the hard work 
and preparation during the year comes together in Term 
4 as students undertaking pre-tertiary subjects prepare 
for folios, practical performances and end of year 
examinations, whilst students on vocational pathways 
complete the requirements for their certificate programs.  
Students need to ensure that all work requirements 
for each course are completed for final assessments 
and check with their teachers if they are unsure about 
any requirements. Students will also be discussing their 
internal assessments in all subjects with their teachers 
over the first two weeks of next term.  

There are some important dates to be aware for the rest 
of this year.  

• Formal classes finish on Friday 6 November. The only 
exception to this is the pre-tertiary Level 3 language 
classes who have their oral examinations in the week 
starting Monday, November 2. 

• During the week beginning Monday 2 November, 
pre-tertiary classes will have an exam preparation 
focus.

• Written examinations begin on Monday 9 November  
until Thursday November 19.  A copy of the external 
examination timetable is on page 7 of this newsletter.

Detailed information about all aspects of the final 
examinations can also be accessed at https://www.
tasc.tas.gov.au/students/years-11-and-12/preparing-for-
exams/
 
Our goal is for all students to have a successful end 
to the school year and we are aware that this time of 
year can be particularly stressful for some students. 
The College has a range of support services available to 
assist students through the tutorial and Home Group 
programs, and our library and Student Services teams, so 
please encourage your young person to make the most 
of all the support available to them.  

We are currently planning how to safely hold our usual 
end of year celebration events such as the Art Exhibition 
and Year 12 Formal.  When thinking back to the end of 
Term 1, it is affirming to reflect on how quickly we have 
all adapted to learning new ways of safely coming togeth-
er to celebrate achievements and build community con-
nections, and  we will continue to do this as we navigate 
our way through to the end of Term 4. 

Wishing you all a restful term break.

Tracy Siedler
Principal

FROM THE PRINCIPAL
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From his first day in 1988 until his last in 2019, Wayne 
absolutely loved his time at Hobart College.  The staff 
and the students perpetually enriched his life with 
professional support, camaraderie, talent and lots and 
lots of laughter. 

It was because of the opportunities the Art Department 
provided him, specifically the teaching of Art History, 
that he was motivated to attain a Master of Fine Art, 
followed by a PhD. He often opened exhibitions with the 
statement, “I have the best job in the world. If you teach 
art in this state, then teach it at Hobart College!” 

He also acknowledged the extensive number of highly 
successful, prize winning contemporary artists who were 
graduates of Hobart College and he amassed a significant 
collection of student work. As a consequence of Rhona 
McTavish’s exceptional portrait of him which now hangs 
in the Hobart College Library (pictured below right),  he 
commissioned her to create a magnificent portrait of 
Roberta Fox-Brookes, a substantive British Blue. 

To further encourage Visual Artists, Wayne will offer an 
annual prize for Hobart College students and University 
of Tasmania graduates. As he was significantly involved 
in Art Education through Syllabus Development,  
Assessment and Pre-Service training, he was fully aware 
of the wealth of fresh graduates that he believed would 
make a vital impact on the future and this precipitated his 
extremely difficult decision to ‘pass the baton on’. 

The Visual Arts are extremely important to him as a 
teacher, a writer, a critic, and most importantly, as an 
artist. This year he was awarded another residency at 
the Rosamond McCulloch Studio, Cite Internationale des 

Arts, Paris France, and the project he proposed further 
initiated his decision. He has commissions looming, as 
well as research proposals and exhibition possibilities. 
Although a full-time teacher until his retirement, he 
painted virtually every day, generating solo exhibitions 
with Despard Gallery every two years. To paint full-time 
was a life-time dream and now it’s his full-time occupation.

A heartfelt congratulations from our Hobart College 
community to Wayne, on a career well travelled!

DR WAYNE BROOKES RETIRES
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STAFF AND STUDENT AWARDS

The Tasmanian Training Awards celebrate excellence in a 
range of vocational education and training fields.  

Congratulations to Hobart College students Will 
Whittington (VET Certificate II in Tourism) and Charli 
White (Certificate III in Health Services Assistance - 
Statement of Attainment) who have been shortlisted for 

the VET in Schools Student of the Year Award. Katrina 
Mason, teacher of the Certificate II in Children’s Services, 
has been shortlisted for the VET Teacher/Trainer of the 
Year Award. 

We wish them every success at the Awards function to 
be held later in September.

The Australian Council for Educational Leaders (ACEL) 
honours those educational leaders who in the view of 
their peers have made a significant contribution to the 
understanding and practice of educational leadership.

Congratulations to John Mainsbridge who received an 
ACEL TAS Excellence in Educational Leadership Award at the 
Annual Branch Awards Ceremony held at the University 
Club on 10 September. John is an exemplary technology 
teacher with over 30 years’ experience across a diverse 
range of schools including leadership positions at both 
Elizabeth College and Hobart College. John’s passion 
is for improving outcomes in Technology subjects, but 
he has also made a significant contribution in his cross-
college roles of assessment and reporting, information 
technology, online learning and web design. John’s 
excellence in leadership and his capacity to facilitate 
change is grounded in modelling best practice and 
inspiring confidence in others to explore and improve 
their pedagogy. He is widely recognised as an authentic 
leader who quietly builds teaching and leadership 
capacity in others as a platform for preparing students 
for an increasingly global world.

The Hobart College community congratulate John on 
this outstanding achievement!

L to R: Charli White, Katrina Mason and Will Whittington

Excellence in Educational Achievement Award

Tasmanian Training Awards
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THEATRE OFFICIAL OPENING

On Thursday 13 August the Minister for Education, the 
Hon Jeremy Rockliff, officially opened the Capital Works 
redevelopment of the Mt Nelson Theatre at Hobart 
College.

The $2.15 million refurbishment brought the aging facility 
into the 21st century with state-of-the-art equipment 
and a modern, more functional foyer space and a theatre 
capacity of just under 600 users including disability access. 

At Hobart College approximately 250 students 
undertake one of the 15 courses on offer in our 
Performing Arts learning area.  These include: Drama 2/3, 
Theatre Performance 3, Technical Theatre Production 

2, Musical Theatre 2, Contemporary Music 2, Music 2/3, 
UTAS University Connections Programs for Music - 
Audio and Performance, Media Production Screen 2/3 
and VET Certificate II in Music Production. Performing 
Arts students are also excited to be able to use the 
facilities to showcase their work as well as learn the 
latest technologies used in the entertainment industry.
Hobart College looks forward to sharing this wonderful 
facility with our wider community for many years to 
come!

Haven Built, the builders of the project have published the 
time lapse video of the redevelopment and it is available 
at https://vimeo.com/user121297310

Cutting the Ribbon on Capital Works

On Tuesday 4 August Hobart College hosted a morning 
tea for the Department of Education Facilities team in 
appreciation of their collaborative work in realising 
the Mt Nelson Theatre upgrade. It also provided an 
opportunity for the VET Certificate II in Hospitality 

students to cater for a public event; the first since before 
the COVID restrictions. At the conclusion of the formal 
presentations on stage the small audience moved to the 
newly refurbished foyer where the participants enjoyed 
individually prepared savouries and beverages.  

Facilities Morning Tea
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TASC NEWS

EXAM TIMETABLES

The 2020 Written Exam 
Timetable is now available.

If students have two 
exams at the same time, 
the school will contact 
them with alternative 
arrangements in Term 4 to 
ensure they can sit both 
exams.

FOLIO DUE DATES

Some subjects are now in the process 
of finalising externally assessed Folios. 
Due dates are listed in the table to the 
right. These dates are the absolute final 
day that they will be accepted by TASC. 
Students will need to talk to their 
subject teacher about submitting an 
extension form to TASC if the folio will 
be submitted late. More information 
about extensions is provided below.

STUDENT DECLARATION FORMS

Student Declaration forms have been 
distributed via Home Groups and are 
now due to TASC. Signing these forms 
signifies that students agree to the rules of 
assessment and ensures that results will be 
received and sent to the correct address. 
Students should catch up with their Home 
Group Teacher ASAP if they have not yet 
signed and/or returned their form.

REGISTERING FOR RESULTS

Registering for results to be sent by email. This can be done through the TASC website and is a great 
way to receive detailed results as soon as possible after they are released. Registration can be done 
here: https://www.tasc.tas.gov.au/students/years-11-and-12/your-results/receive-results-via-email/
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TASC NEWS
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Science Week was celebrated across Hobart College 
from 17 - 21 August.  Highlights included:
• A periodic table made of cupcakes, lovingly 

crafted by students Ella Lord and Seb Viner 
(pictured top left)

• Knitting neurons in the Library (pictured centre 
left)

• Our augmented reality sandbox was very 
popular and it turns out even big kids like playing 
in sand! (pictured bottom left)

• Roasting marshmallows using our parabolic 
mirror (pictured below)

• Who am I? with the mystery equipment from 
the science dungeon

• The Great Periodic Table Hunt of 2020 – 
congratulations to the many students who 
found all 24 periodic tables hidden throughout 
the school!

Thanks to everyone who participated.

SCIENCE

Science Week

In a break from tradition due to COVID-19, each 
school hosted the RACI Titration competition on 
their own campuses.  A group of enthusiastic science 
die-hards (pictured right) committed to staying 
behind after school to perform at least 6 titrations 
each, with an eye on the prize of an Excellence 
Certificate and a place in the National Finals.

Congratulations to Yasmin Patras, Aizan Latheef and 
Jet Oda-Fraser for gaining Excellence Certificates 
– these students had less than a 1% error in their 
final results! National final teams are yet to be 
announced.

Titration Competition
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STEM Guest Speakers 
Tasmania is lucky to have so many people working 
in STEM fields. This term we have hosted a variety 
of guest speakers who have shared their career and 
life stories with students. Speakers are asked to talk 
about what they studied at school and university, 
how they decided to be a STEM professional and 
what they do for a job. 

Dr Ahyoung Park (pictured top right) is a research 
chemist with Tasmanian company Marinova. She 
shared her experiences of school in Korea, being 
an international student in New Zealand, studying 
Chemistry at university and then working as a 
scientist in Australia, the UK, Germany and Tasmania.

Liam Burke (pictured middle right) and Allanna 
Russell from the Young Tassie Scientists joined us via 
Zoom to talk about why it’s so fantastic to study 
science, and how important it is to follow your 
passion. They are both currently completing their 
PhDs – Allanna in statistics in the field of health 
science and Liam in synthetic chemistry – and had 
lots of great recent information for students going 
on to university.

Dr Sarah Lyden is a lecturer in engineering at UTAS 
and a specialist in solar power technology. Students 
heard about Sarah’s passion for sustainability and 
volunteering abroad with the organisation ‘Engineers 
Without Borders’.

Dr Taryn Noble, a marine geochemist who works 
with IMAS also presented (pictured bottom right 
with our students) and shared her current work 
on how ocean circulation melted the Antarctic ice 
shelves during the last glaciation.

SCIENCE
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ALL THINGS ENGLISH

Congratulations to the winners of this year’s campus-
wide Poetry Competition, Theo Harkin – overall 
winner; Joe Schwarz and Audrey Williams – runners up. 
We received over thirty entries this year of carefully 
crafted poems from which we shortlisted twenty to 
enter in the national Dorothea Mackellar Poetry Awards. 

In choosing Theo’s poem, “mist”, as this year’s winner, the 
judges, Rosalind Walker, Marg Boyce and Vanessa Warren 
commented, “mist” combines a masterful use of poetic 
technique with a strongly evoked emotional response.” 
Congratulations to all poets for their very impressive 
contributions. We will be displaying the twenty short-listed 
poems in the foyer of D Block in August and September. 

On July 9 English teacher, Ellen Rees, realised one of her 
long-held goals - she held a published book with her name 
on it! Ellen wrote for and co-edited Beyond The Dark: 
Dystopian Fiction Texts in the Secondary English Classroom, 
an AATE (Australian Association for the Teachers of 
English) publication. 

She and her co-editors, Trish Dowsett and Alex 
Wharton began work on the publication in February 
2019. The textbook explores the genre of dystopian 
fiction and how these texts provide cautionary tales. 
The nine chapters have been written by English teachers 
from around Australia. Beyond The Dark was launched 
at the International Federation for Teachers of English 
conference which was held online from July 6 - 9. 

On 4 September, Theo Harkin was announced as the 
winner of the Senior Secondary section of the Dorothea 
Mackellar Poetry Awards. Theo was recorded reciting 
his poem by Donna Bergshoeff, Media Production 
teacher, and the film was incorporated into the Virtual 
Awards Presentation which is available online at: https://
www.dorothea.com.au/content/news/31733/2020%20
Presentation%20Ceremony

With over 12,000 entries, Theo’s achievement is 
a considerable one. The judge, Meredith Costain, 
commented that “mist” is a “highly evocative and lyrical 
poem, beautifully resolved, where each word has been 
carefully chosen to reflect both mood and landscape. The 
clever interplay between the account of the narrator’s 
trip up and down the mountain and the status of his 
relationship is breathtakingly effective”.

Poetry Competition

Dorothea MacKellar Poetry Competition

Beyond the Dark
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I am entombed in cloud silent and heavy.
soon I barely remember what it is to see.

I drown

forget to mourn the stolen view
as I struggle to draw thick air into burning lungs
when as swift as crumbs swept off dining table the curtain of 
fog is whipped away.
I gasp, grasp at the view
like a lifebuoy.
spread before me is the world.
rivers of fog flow down valleys and mountains drip with 
green.
far off the water glints greyly. I strain
to discern barrier between sky and sea
when I find it I cling to it with stinging eyes
afraid it will melt when I blink.

I tremble at the size of the world
the thought you could be in any corner of it and I’d have no 
right to know.
as I hold that border where grey meets grey
feeble
I remember when you left.
when I buried my face in your pillow
cold by now
inhaled

hungrily searching for a hint of your scent
anything you might carelessly have left behind.

desperate, crumbling
fading memories all you left in your wake
I tried to recreate your shape
the lines of you curved beside me.

the concentration of the one who fancies himself guardian 
broken
the barrier dissolves
the tide of fog rushes back in
fills every space around me.
I square my shoulders
stare it down
take up space
when it threatens to overcome,
erase,
me. I am swamped once again in white.

by Theo Harkin

DOROTHEA MACKELLAR POETRY AWARD - WINNING POEM 

I walk through tangled shadows of fairytale bush.
raindrop diamonds cling to bare twisting branches
shatter on rocky ground as I pass.
a phantom of a wallaby 
greyed by droplets of rain on dense fur
stands sentinel
concealed amongst bushes bleeding colour.
pillows of moss
brilliantly green
punctuate grey sky bush rock.
I lean to pat them
feel them give under my touch
spring back into perfect round poufs. 

I climb
the track steep and narrow.
I grab branches the width of my wrist to haul myself up 
boulders,
watercolour bark smoothly damp. 
as I ascend spidery tendrils of mist creep across the 
mountain,
cling to its ridges.

I remember as I climb
the way I traced your body in lamplight
fingers lightly tickling
caressed the contours of your body as mist on the 
mountain.
the way gold pooled in the hollow of your collarbones
necklace delicate and bright against brown skin.
the way your fingers
adorned also in gold, rings of intricately swirling patterns,
grazed mine.
traced my lighter skin up arm to chest
the way my skin was so attentive under your touch
the way you drew from it 
simultaneously 
shivers and heat.

all of a sudden I reach the top
burst through the last line of trees to exposed rock
a platform suspended between heaven and earth
am thrust out of my reverie with a slap of frozen air.
step onto the edge of the world.

I am cocooned in white 
mist dampening sound and touch.

I breathe out clouds indistinguishable from deafening fog.

mist
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Each year the French classes at Hobart College have 
a delicious breakfast aimed at exposing students 
to the delights of viennoiseries (thank you, Jean-
Pascal!) and the odd crêpe or two. Normally this 
occurs around 14  July (the French National Day), 
but this year we had to postpone our celebrations 
until Term 3. This said, our dual focus was maintained 
and our students watched short videos, participated 
in a quiz and discussed the French Revolution, the 
effects of which can still be felt today across the 
Western world. 

Oh yes, and a very yummy time was had by all!

LIFE IN THE LANGUAGES DEPARTMENT

French Breakfast

The Working with Children class will be running play 
sessions for children (from birth – 5 years).

Bring your child along for a free, fun and educational 
morning organised by our students while you enjoy a 
well-earned break!

Sessions will run from 9.00 – 11.00am
Friday 25 September (Term 3) and 

16, 23 and 30 October (Term 4)

Room D111 at Hobart College 
D Block Ground Floor

Phone Sheryl Scott (6220 3493) for more details.

PLAY SESSIONS
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In August, Japanese students were treated to a Tea 
Ceremony, hosted by Japanese language assistant, 
Yumi Ohara. Students learnt a little about the 
history and traditions surrounding ‘Sadou’, literally, 
‘The Way of Tea’. Students watched a demonstration 
from Yumi and then had the chance to make their 
own green tea, using Macha (green tea powder). 
They also received a Japanese sweet, made from 
sweet beans.  

For many students, this was the first time to try 
the slightly bitter, Macha but not the last time, as 
one of the students reported that they enjoyed the 
experience and the tea was ‘Oishii!’ (delicious). 

On 5 July, students from the Japanese Foundation 
class were chosen to enter a Japanese poetry 
competition. Japanese poetry, called ‘Haiku’ are 
poems made up of three lines, with a total of 17 
syllables, (5,7,5). As this year marked the 75th 
anniversary of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki atomic 
bombing, the theme of the poems was, ‘Peace’.

One of the students, Vanessa Merrifield (pictured 
above), went on to win the College division of the 
competition and was invited to recite her poem 
and speak in front of an audience of teachers and 
parents and VIPs, including the Mayor of Hobart,  
Anna Reynolds, in August. 

Poems were judged by members of the Australian 
Haiku Society, Watersmeet. Here’s what they had to 
say about Vanessa’s poem:

“This is a strong image. We may picture two people, 
or a group of people, waiting for the new day to 
dawn. “Side by side”, “hands intertwined”, speak 
of unity of purpose, of closeness and affection 
as they look towards the sun spreading its light 
across the sky. The word “sunrise” itself denotes 
a sense of hope, of emerging from darkness. The 
understatement and simplicity of language, both 
of which are characteristics of the haiku form, give 
the poem its strength and evoke a sense of, and a 
longing for peace.”

Vanessa’s poem:
They stand side by side
Their hands intertwined with hope,
To see the sunrise.

LIFE IN THE LANGUAGES DEPARTMENT

Japanese Tea Ceremony

Haiku Competition
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There were lots of activities in Home Group this term including assemblies (below left) and the whole school photo 
(below right). Students made healthy smoothies and wood fired pizzas (above). It was chilly outside, but the pizza 
oven kept them warm(ish)!

HOME GROUP ACTIVITIES

We had an exciting Home Group Quiz during the term. 
Well done to Ellen, our sensational Quiz Master, Zac 
Phillips and the VET IT students for being wonderful IT 
support, Rob, Jo, Wendy, Ellen and Zac for their help in 
writing the questions, Matt and Jim for their IT support 
(and Matt, for cleaning up after us), Lyndell, Wendy and 
Tracy for being our manual markers and score checkers.  

And finally… Lou Christie who put hours/days/weeks 
into this quiz. It would not have happened without her 
hard work and determination to find solutions for all the 
challenges we faced in running the quiz virtually.  Thanks 
to everyone who participated!

 Home Group Quiz
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During 2020, Hobart College has been fortunate to 
have Eloise Kirk as our Artist in Residence (AIR). The 
AIR program is supported by Arts Tasmania and provides 
schools with the opportunity to host a practising artist 
– an authentic learning experience for students to view 
the process of an artist preparing a folio of work.

Eloise’s work explores the unification of painting, collage 
and installation, sampling images of geological formations, 
waves and clouds. Her work draws inspiration from a 
specific environment which she visits, studies and 
documents. The final results test the boundaries between 
the romantic and the surreal.

VISUAL ARTS

The Art Theory and Criticism class has recently been 
experiencing the participatory art practice of Marina 
Abramović, a performance artist of international 
significance. Her works draw on religious and proto-
religious shamanic practices that encourage the audience 
to be active participants in the creation of unique art 
experiences that aim to transform the internal world of 
both performer and audience. 

The class spent a lesson participating in exercises 
designed by Abramović to round out a short unit on 
performance and conceptual art, emphasising the 
difference between reading about or viewing a work 
online and experiencing it in person.

Unpacking Abramovic

 Artist in Residence
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Hobart College celebrated NAIDOC Week from 2 – 9 
September this year as the rescheduled celebration falls 
during the exam period. 

To mark the start of the week, the Hobart Mob - 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students and the 
Aboriginal Education Worker - had a cleansing smoking 
ceremony. Using peppermint gum, the students washed 
themselves with the smoke and then sat around the fire 
twining string. Once the string was finished, the students 
used it to tie up their fire stick. The bark and fibres inside 
the firestick were collected a few weeks prior. Once it 
was rolled and tied together, the firestick was presented 
as a gift for the Rosny College Mob.

NAIDOC WEEK CELEBRATIONS

The Hobart Mob logo has been designed by Lawrence 
Ellis, who is a member of the Hobart Mob and a Hobart 
College student studying Art Studio Practice 3 and Visual 
Art 2 – Mixed Media. 

The Hobart Mob wanted something to reflect the 
importance of the country surrounding the college, and 
what they connect to in this area. The logo has kunanyi, 
our beautiful mountain that watches over Hobart; a 
culturally significant place for Tasmanian Aboriginal 
people. It incorporates the leaves from the Hobart 
College logo, but they are green representing the many 
peppermint trees that surround the college. The logo 
reflects the connection to country Hobart Mob will 
establish with the Mount Nelson area.

Smoking Ceremony

Hobart Mob Logo
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On 4 September, Hobart Mob and Rosny College Mob 
held a joint NAIDOC celebration. The Rosny Mob has 
been established for 4 years and provides the same 
cultural support and connection that the Hobart Mob 
aims to do. 

The Hobart Mob walked over the Tasman Bridge, and 
were met by the Rosny Mob in the middle, who led 
them to a smoking and welcome ceremony where they 
exchanged gifts from their respective country.  The 
Rosny students ochred up the Hobart Mob and then 
taught them a Cleansing dance and a Welcome dance. 
The day was spent yarning around the fire with a local 
Elder, Aunty Rosemary, having a semi-traditional lunch 
and most importantly, building relationships. 

NAIDOC WEEK CELEBRATIONS 

Hobart Mob meets Rosny Mob
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The Athlete Development Basketball program 
has been excited to be involved in the Schools 
Basketball roster this term. Hobart College  
has teams playing in Division 1 and 2 of 
the competition. Anthony Stewart, former 
professional basketballer, has been a terrific 
support and encouragement for the students.  

At the time of writing, the teams have been 
playing well together and have been winning 
their games. We look forward to hearing how 
the teams go in the finals at the end of the term.

FUN IN F BLOCK

This term, Chris Gallagher from the Australian Antarctic 
Division (ADD) visited the Line 2 Outdoor Leadership 
3 class. He talked about his current role at the AAD 
and his recent 3 month trip to Antarctica to monitor 
10 international bases for compliance with the Antarctic 
Treaty System. Chris shared his experiences as a leader 
and lots of amazing photographs from Antarctica.  
Students then practiced two search and rescue scenarios 
that are used to teach expeditioners travelling to 
Antarctica. They wore blindfolds to simulate low visibility 
and applied the techniques that Chris demonstrated 
to locate their missing group member. It was a terrific 
learning experience for the students and we thank Chris 
for sharing his expertise.

Imagine waking up one day unable to do the everyday things you would 
usually take for granted, like not being able to see properly (or at all), or 
live a life without pain! All of a sudden your world has changed.  Multiple 
Sclerosis (MS) affects more young people than any other chronic neu-
rological condition and the average age of diagnosis is 30. It can strike 
anyone at any time and the symptoms vary widely.  

Eboni Bridge is participating in the upcoming MS 12 hour Mega Swim, 
an event to raise money for MS Support Services for those living with 
MS.  You can participate by sponsoring Eboni and others who are raising 
funds for this very worthy cause. For more information, or to sponsor,  
visit: https://www.msmegachallenge.org.au/event/mega-swim-hobart

We look forward to hearing how Eboni went and will share photos and 
the amount she raised in the next newsletter.  Well done and good luck, 
Eboni as you swim on 10 October!

Outdoor Leadership 

Schools Basketball Spring Roster

Swimming for a Cause - Eboni Bridge
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And the winners of the Australian Futsal Association’s 
Tasmanian School Title is….. HOBART COLLEGE! And 
second place goes to…..  also Hobart College!  

Fourteen teams competed on the day and we congratulate 
all our College players who participated with such great 
enthusiasm and strong school spirit.  It was a wonderful 
day of competition and you did us proud. 

Pictured below are the participating teams:  

Top Left: HC Winter –1st place Champions, 
Top Right: HC Kings -  2nd place, 
Bottom Left: HC Crushers – 4th place (the only girls in the 
otherwise all-boys competition), 
Bottom Right: HC FC - 3rd place. 

FUN IN F BLOCK

Futsal Competition
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SPRING BREAKFAST AT HOCO
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Under the breathtaking backdrop 
of kunanyi/Mt Wellington, we 
welcomed the arrival of spring at our 
Hobart College Spring Breakfast on 
Wednesday 1 September.  Georgia 
Stone, our Aboriginal Education 
Worker, tempted students to 
try  some amazing on country 
food like pepperberry, wattleseed, 
lemon myrtle and chocolate mint. A 
wonderful celebration of connection, 
community, fresh fruit salad and egg 
and bacon rolls. The perfect start to 
a beautiful Spring day.

SPRING BREAKFAST AT HOCO
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On Tuesday 4 August the Hobart College Sustainability 
Learning Centre (SLC) was host to the launch of the 
Field Study Centre videos, opened by the Hon Jeremy 
Rockliff, Minister for Education (pictured left with some 
of the students from Howrah Primary School and below 
with Jenny Dudgeon, Sustainability Manager at the SLC).

The Field Study Centres highlight the opportunities that 
all Tasmanian students have to engage in the environment 
through hands-on experiences in specialist learning 
facilities.

These Centres bring together experiential learning, 
meaningful engagement and purpose-built facilities 
with expert support for all learners through enabling 
interactive, engaged, and immersive learning. They are 
unique and dynamic environments, connecting lived 
experience with cross-curriculum applications to develop 
learners’ and educators’ knowledge and understanding, 
and providing access to equipment and resources for 
learning in a context that is otherwise unavailable to 
schools.

Field Study Centres can be found at the Sustainability 
Learning Centre (at Hobart College), the Hagley Farm 
School Visitor Centre, Molesworth Environment Centre, 
Mount Cameron Field Study Centre and the Woodbridge 
Marine Discovery Centre.

You can view the informative and beautifully presented 
Field Study Centre videos at: https://www.education.
tas.gov.au/parents-carers/programs-and-initiatives/field-
study-centres/

SLC CELEBRATED

Launch of the Field Study Centres
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The Student Environment Team (SET) was inundated with 
bags and boxes of clothes for their annual Clothes Swap 
event. In a bid to reduce clothing waste and highlight 
exploitation in the garment industry, SET members 
were delighted at the huge response and support for 
their mission to make the college a more sustainable 
environment.  A fantastic effort by all who were involved! 

SET CLOTHES SWAP

A Spot of Op Shopping!
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FOOD AND HOSPITALITY ENTERPRISE COOK UP A STORM!

Food and Hospitality Enterprise   
students, Chelsea, left and Grace 
and Tijana, right, recently took 
part in a class activity called ‘Tassie 
Mystery Box Challenge’ offering up 
bowls/plates of savoury and sweet 
items for sale. 

Students should also be proud of 
the beautiful cupcakes they have 
crafted as part of a unit on Food 
Presentation which leads on to 
making their own high-quality Food 
Products.  

Scrumdiddlyumptious!

Mystery Box Challenge and Cupcake Creations
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ON THE CAMPUS

Pictured above, L to R - Jen Lea (TSCA), Wendy Irvine (Assistant Principal), Jackie Harris (Administrative Manager), Maria Mazengarb (Canteen), Alecia 
Hutton (School Association President), Sue (Canteen), Jo Fyshe (Canteen), Tracy Siedler (Principal) and Eloise Hurn (Student Environment Team)

The Hobart College Canteen committee has been working 
over the past 3 years to make improvements in line with 
Tasmanian School Canteen Association (TSCA) guidelines. 
The committee comprising teaching staff, students, canteen 
staff and a representative from the TSCA looked to work on 
three areas of improvement – acknowledging and upholding 
sustainable practices, improving the nutritional food lines 
available and improving the environment.

All Tasmanian school canteens are required to move 
towards updating their accreditation in 2021, so the canteen 
decided to reduce the number of confectionery items and 
remove some high fat items. As such, the Hobart College 
canteen became the first Department of Education senior 
secondary college to be awarded Bronze Accreditation, as 
well as becoming the 100th school in Tasmania to gain this 
accreditation.

One recent initiative was the Vegan/Vegetarian day. All food 
services at College on 14 August offered only Vegan and 
Vegetarian options. This was supported by the Breakfast 
Club, Foods classes and the Canteen and involved free vegan 
treats for students and a vegetarian/vegan lunch for staff. 
The purpose was to raise awareness around the benefits 
both nutritionally and sustainably of eating a plant-based 
diet. A great ‘spin-off ’ from this day was that the canteen 
now offers some of the foods on their everyday menu.

Other improvements have included seeing the Breakfast 
Club move to the canteen in Term 2, the walls and tables 
around the canteen area have been painted, a new bench 
and cupboard installed and sustainable packaging being used 
in all canteen operations. So .. if you haven’t been down to 
the canteen for a while, come and check out what is on 
offer!

 Canteen Accreditation - Bronze Level Achievement!

After over 30 years of valued work Jill Honson will retire at the end of 
Term 3. Over this time, she has seen many changes in the Home Economics 
department: no male teachers, no Click and Collect, no time consuming 
Fraedom credit card reconciliations, and the commercial kitchen used to be 
the life drawing room!  

Jill has been a loyal and dedicated Teacher Assistant supporting staff and 
students in both Learning Support and the Food Technology departments. 
Patient, unassuming and with the highest standards of hygiene and kitchen 
cleanliness, Jill has an enviable knowledge of exotic cooking ingredients and 
she has quietly navigated all the different personalities in the kitchen over 
many years.  Learning Support will also now have to find a new Tattslotto co-
ordinator!  We wish Jill all the best for the next stage of life with her family!

Happy retirement, Jill!
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TASTE OF YEAR 12

As part of the enrolment process preparing our Year 11 students for 2021, the Taste of Year 12 open session was held 
over two lunchtimes.  Students could speak with teachers about subjects and see some of the things that are done in 
the range of courses on offer. It was an excellent opportunity to ask questions in an informal environment.
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During the Tasmanian lockdown earlier in the year many 
people were planting extra food crops in their garden, 
at the same time we saw seed suppliers running out of 
stock.  Eve White, a Kingborough community member 
began developing the idea of a Seed Library in Blackmans 
Bay. 

A Seed Library allows a community to share seeds 
collected from their gardens (or surplus seeds from seed 
packets).  Eve put the call out for someone to make a 
weather proof, accessible and importantly, very good 
looking Seed Library.  Our Learning Support students who 
are studying Design and Production in Wood answered 

the call with gusto and worked under the guidance of 
Michael Meyer, David Stansall and Rod Webster to create 
the wonderful library you see in the photos below.

The library can now be found on Roslyn Avenue in 
Blackmans Bay, already stocked with seeds and is 
thriving.  Seeds are packaged in labeled envelopes made 
from upcycled paper by volunteers, and they are free for 
anyone to take. People are encouraged to save seeds 
from the resulting plants to give back to the library the 
following season. It is run by volunteers and funded by 
Sustainable Living in Kingborough. 

LEARNING SUPPORT 

Above, the beautifully crafted Seed Library.
L to R - Jeremy Silva Smith, Michael Meyer, Rhys Carver, Eve White, 
Ryan Andersson and Louisa d’Arville.

Seed Library

Market Stall
The Preliminary Access to Work students have been busy 
producing a range of craft items that they sold at a stall as 
part of the recent Taste of Year 12 experience.  Wrapping 
paper, gift cards and gift tags, along with Patience Jars 
were some of the goodies for sale.  
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CERTIFICATE II IN TOURISM 

The Hobart College Certificate II in Tourism class have 
been undertaking their student-organised class day trip 
tours as part of their coursework. Will Whittington 
and Mathew French led the class on a tour to Mt Field 
National Park, including a hot chocolate and talk from 
Waterfall Café owner Racheal Park who discussed the 
unique challenges of running a hospitality business on 
one of Tasmania’s oldest National Parks. 

Roxy Burdon and Amelia King organised a spectacular 
tour right in their own ‘backyard’ of Dover, Southport 
and Hastings Caves. Hastings Caves included a private 
tour with Jack, a National Parks guide, who led the class 
on a journey through the caves that started 40 million 
years ago.

Samm Knowles, Ella Craig and Lillie Coleman took 
the class to the historic site of Port Arthur, the most 
visited tourist attraction in Tasmania. The day included a 
fascinating Ferry cruise exploring the ‘Isle of the Dead’ 
and the ‘Point Peur’ Boy’s Prison and was rounded off by 
visits to Remarkable Cave, Eaglehawk Neck Lookout, the 
Blow Hole and Doo Town.

Cristina de Witt and Billie Baker planned an action-
packed tour of Zoodoo, Richmond and Wicked Cheese. 
The group had an exclusive opportunity to hold exotic 
birds, feed white lions and even play dress up with a 
mighty python snake. They enjoyed a journey back in 
time through the Richmond Gaol, a walk over Richmond 
Bridge and a visit to St John’s Catholic Church. They were 
treated to a talk with Mandy and Charles at Wicked 
Cheese about running a cheese business and had some 
samples of their beautiful handmade cheeses. 

Emma Watson and Claire Blacklow took the group on 
a tour of Hobart with a touch of class. They started 
with a look back in time at the historic IXL Jam Factory 
followed by a tour of the luxurious MACq01 Hotel. The 
group went on a walk through time with a tour of historic 
Hobart and the fascinating Cascades Women’s Factory. 

It has been an amazing opportunity for the class to 
practise their tour guiding skills, as well as employ all 
the knowledge they have accumulated during the course 
about tourism ventures in Tasmania.

The class, along with students from VET Hospitality and 
Kitchen Operations, recently experienced the Tasmanian 
Hospitality Association’s Careers Showcase at Wrest 
Point where they enjoyed meeting and networking with 
current tourism and hospitality leaders.

Excursions back on the menu!
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CERTIFICATE II IN TOURISM 
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WHAT MATTERS? COMPETITION

In Australia in 2017, many fewer girls than boys participated in 
advanced maths subjects in senior school, and only 16% of university 
and VET graduates in STEM were female. (1)  Growing up in a 
society where “boys are better at maths and science than girls” took 
a toll on my confidence in this area. I unconsciously internalised the 
idea that I was less capable of performing highly in STEM subjects 
due to my gender. When I commenced high school, the idea that I 
could be good at or even interested in maths didn’t occur to me. I 
remained frustrated by maths until my second year of high school, 
when I encountered a teacher who made everything crystal clear. It 
was a lightbulb moment. As they started to explain the first unit, it 
was as if a whole new part of my brain had turned on. I found myself 
actually thinking “I get it! I can do this!”

I could hardly believe that this teacher’s method of teaching made 
such a vital difference to me. Their clear explanation of concepts 
that had once felt so foreign had a life-changing impact on the way 
I perceived maths. While this sounds exaggerated, I can’t stress this 
point enough: what matters in education is a teacher who can give 
you the confidence to do what you once thought was impossible.

In a world that is constantly adapting, education is fundamental to 
the future prosperity of Australia and the human race on this planet. 
As the world evolves, teachers are vital in guiding students through 
each new stage and preparing them for the future. A teacher who 
strives to adapt their teaching to your thinking, learning style and 
personality can inspire and motivate you to continue learning and 
improving through education. 

From my observations, good teaching is challenging. I do not envy 
the day-to-day pressures experienced by teachers, who are tasked 

with leading classrooms full of diverse students with different 
learning needs, whilst also being expected to continually adapt their 
own teaching practice to new contexts. In a world where technology 
evolves so quickly, and a student’s attention span is becoming 
fractured and shorter, it is undoubtedly more difficult than ever 
for teachers to stimulate and engage students. While I have no 
experience in being a teacher, I know from my experience as a 
student that good teaching entails much more than a textbook and 
a power-point presentation. 

During the recent pandemic, as most schools around the country 
have been forced to go online, I cannot help but be amazed at 
the efficiency and adaptability of teachers to achieve within days 
and weeks something that would normally be expected to take 
years.  The way in which teachers faced problems and conducted 
the transition with full assurance and confidence was admirable. 
It shows how important teachers are in guiding students through 
unforeseen circumstances and demonstrating resilience through 
their own example. 

It has become apparent to me how vital teachers are in the 
community and world in the shaping of young minds. The power that 
a teacher has to unlock confidence and hope in a student is life-
changing. I don’t believe it is about turning a student into a genius 
singlehandedly, but rather inspiring students to challenge their own 
aspirations, then equipping them with the tools to do so. 

Overall, a teacher’s success is not solely based on a child’s 
achievements or their high ATAR result; it is engaging a student and 
helping students to be the best they can be that makes a great 
teacher. 

Tasmanian students had the chance to share what matters 
to them in society today, with a total of 272 entries from 
53 schools in the 2020 What Matters? Tasmanian writing 
competition.

Inspired by Gough Whitlam’s commitment to involving 
young people in the shaping of Australia’s future, the 
competition is open to students in Years 5 to 12 and is a 
catalyst for young thinkers and young writers to develop 
a point of view on where we’re heading as a society.

Responding to the simple question ‘what matters?’, 
entrants are free to express their views on any matter 
they care about.  Students write between 400-600 words 
in prose or poetry, of either fiction or non-fiction.

Our own Leyna Doi was runner up in the competition 
with her piece entitled ‘The Life Changing Power of a 
Teacher’ (included below). The Hon Jeremy Rockliff, 
Minister for Education presented Leyna with her 

certificate at the recent Award Ceremony (pictured 
above) and said “Leyna’s eloquent exploration of the 
value of quality teaching reflects our current efforts to 
recruit and further develop teachers in Tasmania.”

Leyna Doi awarded state honours

The Life-changing Power of a Teacher by Leyna Doi
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AROUND THE CAMPUS

It has again been 
another year of amazing 
enterprises planned 
and run by the Work 
Readiness students.  The 
HoCo community have 
been able to buy a range 
of different items from 
the enterprises during 

Term 3. Some of the items for sale include handmade 
coffee-scented soy candles, homemade pesto pasta, a sit-
down restaurant service of speciality food from a range 

of countries, a car wash, handmade pet bandanas and tee-
shirts with a message.

Students have been able to put their employability skills 
to the test: resilience, teamwork, organisation, problem 
solving, planning, communication to name just a few. 

Some teams might even continue to run their business 
beyond this year which is a testament to their dedication 
and drive. Thanks to all of the students and staff who have 
kindly supported all of the student businesses.

$20 Boss
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It’s been a busy term for music as students prepared for 
their first public performances for the year. 

The end-of-year Music Concert and Matinee Show held 
in September gave the College pre-tertiary soloists a 
chance to share their music to a public audience including 
students from Mount Nelson Primary, Taroona Primary, 
Huonville High, Kingston High and Woodbridge School. 

This event was capped off by a performance by the 
Combined Hobart College and Kingston High Concert 
Band which is a fantastic initiative driven by our own 
Simon Cawthorn and comprises approximately 50 
students from both schools. 

And, of course, the Hobart College House Band 
also performed some great items. The audience was 
entertained by a mix of instrumentalists and vocalists 
over a diverse range of styles including classical, jazz, funk, 
latin and pop!  

The Olinda Grooves Records showcase evening did not 
disappoint with over 20 quality acts including bands, 
acoustic acts and rappers across a whole range of 
genres.   It was wonderful to see our talented performers 
showcasing their best songs to make for an exciting show. 
Congratulations to all our performers, and thank you to 
everyone who came along to see the shows!

Performing Arts Music Concerts

MUSIC SHOWCASE
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HOBART COLLEGE 
ASSOCIATION 

NEXT MEETING 

Tuesday 27 October
5.30 - 7.00pm

via Microsoft Teams or in the 
Conference Room

The Association’s purpose is to facilitate the flow of 
information between stakeholders and the College 
and to develop initiatives that contribute to improving 
student outcomes and the ongoing success of the 
College. There are no fundraising activities. 

The Association is represented by an elected 
committee (parents/carers, staff, community members 
and the College Principal) and meets 6 times per year. 

Please contact Tracy Siedler on 6220 3133 if you would 
like more information or a Teams invitation to the next 
meeting.

 ELIZABETH PIER
WED 25 NOVEMBER 6.30 - 9.30PM

Tickets $70
available at the Main Office

All Year 12s are warmly invited to the Hobart College 
Formal. The Student Leaders’ planning is well under way 
to make this a fabulous opportunity for students to get 
together for a final time after exams.

The cost includes a three course dinner, non-alcoholic 
drinks and DJ. Dress is formal/semi-formal and the event 
is alcohol free.

YEAR 12 FORMAL
YEAR 12 STUDENTS 

SCHOOL’S OUT FOREVER!
CELEBRATE THE END OF AN ERA 

Learning on Country

The Certificate II Children’s Services students recently 
participated in a session at the Sustainability Learning 
Centre (SLC) where they learned about our First Nations 
in the outdoor classroom. They were joined by Montagu 
Bay Primary Grade 3 students, staff and parents/carers, 
Nindarra Wheatley, Aboriginal Sharer of Knowledge, 
Jenny Dudgeon, Sustainability Manager at the SLC and 
Georgia Stone, Hobart College’s Aboriginal Education 
Worker.

Participants enquired about our First Nations and how 
we can learn on Country in culturally appropriate ways 
to appreciate and respect the science, understandings and 
sustainability ethos of Tasmanian Aborigines. A favourite 
for the younger students was the Tasmanian dreamtime 
story of the Tasmanian Tiger and how he got his stripes, 
and the story of the cheeky wombat. Participants worked 
together to create nature art, model shelters and bark 
canoes which they tested in the pond outdoors. 

CERTIFICATE II IN CHILDREN’S SERVICES
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OUT AND ABOUT ON CAMPUS

Thank you to our 
Student Leaders for 
photographing life 
at Hobart College 
Campus this term. 
They have clearly 
captured the essence 
of college life on the 
mountain.

As evidenced by this 
montage of pictures, 
our campus is all 
about relationships, 
working together 
and having lots of 
fun!

Student Leaders take the Lens!
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OUT AND ABOUT ON CAMPUS
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IMPORTANT DATES - TERM 4
     
     

Oct 12  Term 4 begins 
Oct 15   Theatre Performance show, 7.00pm
Oct 21  ISP Celebration, Royal Yacht Club
Oct 22  Hobart Show Day
Oct 23  Normal College day for all students
Oct 27  College Association Meeting, 5.30pm 
Oct 30  Student Art Exhibition VIRTUAL Opening
Nov 2-6 Languages Oral Examinations 
Nov 4  End of Year Celebration Assembly
Nov 6  Final day of classes
Nov 9-19 Written Examinations
Nov 23-27 House Band Tour
Nov 25  Year 12 Formal, 6.30 - 9.30pm
Dec 14  Results available by email
Dec 24  Hobart College office closes6 

HOBART COLLEGE Olinda Grove, Mount Nelson, TAS 7007
   GPO Box 1188, Hobart 7001
   P:  (03) 6220 3133 F:  (03) 6220 3140
   E:  hobart.college@education.tas.gov.au
   W:  https://hobartcollege.education.tas.edu.au


